FINLIT – Learning path for librarians-educators
Public libraries are local centers of culture, information, and education. In small towns and rural
areas they are usually the only establishments open and accessible to all groups of the local
community. Their network is so densely woven that it does not bypass even very small towns. In
many areas, they are the only centers of non-formal education available to adults.
In responding to user needs, librarians act as local educators, although their formal education does
not include adult education topics. They educate users in many areas, supporting them not only
with cultural needs, but also with work life, health, or handling the household budget. Thus,
librarians are most often self-taught without the appropriate qualifications to work with adults.
They are well educated in information management and are trusted in the community as respected
individuals because of their knowledge and commitment to the community.
However, operating in a knowledge-based society presents new challenges for librarians. Everyday
users are confronted with increasingly specialized information and communication technologies,
which they have to use to access services that are increasingly available only via the Internet.
Financial literacy, in particular, is a complex area, but one that cannot be ignored because handling
home finances cannot be eliminated from our daily lives. To tame this new knowledge, residents
turn - as always - to librarians and librarianship.
The series of trainings for librarians-educators developed under the FinLit project was created in
response to the needs of librarians to strengthen their competence and knowledge in teaching
adults and transferring financial knowledge to confidently and professionally respond to the needs
and expectations of the local community. The series includes both online and hybrid trainings as
well as self-study on the finlit.eu platform.

Elements of the training cycle for librarians
1. Financial education of librarian-educators
Before teaching library users about finances, we recommend taking two 6-module financial
education courses (basic and advanced levels). These are the same financial education courses that
librarians will use to train residents but the assessment scale is higher. To successfully fulfill their
role as facilitators in training, librarians need to have sufficient knowledge. The financial courses are
detaily described in the FINLIT program for users.
FINLIT Program - https://finlit.eu/edu/mod/page/view.php?id=1852

Financial literacy through public libraries project is implemented in Bulgaria, Poland, Romania and Slovenia
and is co-founded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union, No 2018-1-PL01-KA204-050839.

2. Training of trainers (ToT)
During this phase, librarians will learn what methods to use to teach adults, what challenges may
be encountered, and how to develop their educator skills. The training should be conducted by key
trainers - educators experienced in training adult educators and familiar with the work of libraries.
The training program for librarian-educators has several components:
2.1 ToT training of educators Online course in 6 modules
2.2 Onsite training program (8 session x 90 minutes) - to be organized by the library for its
librarians as needed.
2.3 Online training; tips and tools - an online course, created in response to the needs of
librarians to expand the library's offer of online meetings and trainings. This course is
recommended not only for beginning educators but also for those seeking inspiration for
conducting adult education online using active methods.

3. Preparation for financial education classes in the local library.
Thinking about librarians planning activities in the field of financial education, we have prepared 12
scenarios of educational meetings tailored to the content of modules of e-learning FINLIT courses
in financial education for library users. The scenarios are designed both to conduct classes in the
hybrid formula (blended learning), when the course meetings take place in the library) and online.

So on the finlit.eu platform you will find a package of materials to help librarians learn how to act
as financial literacy guides for adult library users. The materials are available in 5 languages:
English, Bulgarian, Polish Romanian and Slovenian, free of charge.
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Training content, or what will librarians learn?
Educational content in e-learning courses is rich and diversely presented. There are charts typically
informative, tasks to be performed by the learner, summaries, tests. There are also references to
external resources – articles, video and audio materials. The modules are tailored to the knowledge
and skills of people who do not have a trainer's background, but are already somewhat familiar with
working with adults, such as leading meetings as part of book clubs or other library activities. After
passing the course with the appropriate score, you can receive a certificate.

ToT for librarians-educators (2.1)
ToT stands for training of trainers.
By taking this course, librarians can achieve the following goals:
●
●
●
●

increase knowledge of adult education and adult learning styles
learn how to create learning situations;
learn about tools and techniques that support adult education and practice using them;
learn what is the role of an educator;

The course consists of 6 modules and finishes with an assessment test:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

How do adults learn?
Introduction to facilitation
Simple solutions to increase engagement
Conflict resolutions
Useful online tools for FE trainers
Code of ethics of FE trainers (educators)

Here are sample module contents:
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On-site training program for educators (2.2)
Training goals
● to increase facilitation skills of FINLIT educators,
● to refresh FINLIT educators’ knowledge on adult education, method of group engaging and
ethical aspects of the program,
● to familiarize FINLIT educators with the e-learning platform as a tool for educators.
Training agenda consist of 8 module sessions planned for 90 minutes each:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Introduction to the training
Knowing your audience and its needs
Commitment reaching and difficulties solving
Questions and other communication tools
Practicing facilitation skills
Practicing facilitation skills
Practicing facilitation skills
E-learning platform and the summary of the training

Training outline
1. How to conduct a diagnosis of local residents' needs for financial literacy - community
profile, needs assessment.
2. Verification of knowledge and skills (in personal finance and ICT) of potential participants;
methods and tools.
3. Users' knowledge of ICT - digital skills test.
4. Library enables training - team, equipment, space....
5. Group recruitment methods for courses.
6. Introduction to facilitation - the role of the facilitator.
7. Promotion of new library offering, financial education for adult users - methods and
planning.
8. Networking and cooperation with local entities (associations, local business, local
government.
9. Working in a team (financial education as part of library activities, division of tasks in a
team of librarians, co-leading financial education training in the library, etc.).
10. Difficult situations and conflict resolution.
11. Monitoring and evaluation.
Training materials were also prepared for the educator.

E-learning course: How to deliver online training? – tips and tools (2.4)
By taking this course you will:
● increase your knowledge of online education methods
● expand your knowledge of designing online learning situations
● learn which applications are recommended by online training practitioners
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● remember which elements of classroom training should be incorporated into remote
education
● increase your alertness to common mistakes made during training
The course consists of 5 modules:
Module 1:
Module 2:
Module 3:
Module 4:

Introduction and key recommendations
How do I schedule online training?
Selected applications to support online training delivery. Overview
Applications are not everything - what else should be taken care of when planning
online training?
Module 5: Mistakes you don't have to make

Here are sample module contents:
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Educational meeting scenarios for financial education courses (3)
The scenarios provide guidance on how to conduct financial education classes both in the form of
in-person meetings at the library as well as online, i.e. they allow for the implementation of the
course for residents in a hybrid formula (blended learning) as well as online.
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How to participate in FINLIT training for librarians?
1. Register on the FINLIT platform - follow the user instructions
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1f6x0DxBz-1WVpMPvkl3mrLgYoIhEPast
2. Contact your national coordinator in Bulgaria, Poland, Romania, Slovenia – the partner
countries of the FINLIT project [https://finlit.eu/edu/mod/page/view.php?id=7] to discuss
the organization of a financial education course in your library.
FINLIT training is free for both library users and librarian-educators. After going through a series of
training courses for librarians on the finlit.eu platform, they will be certified as facilitators and can
conduct financial education for adult users in their libraries. Librarians are not financial experts –
they become guides to financial literacy for residents.
Upon successful completion of the online courses, each librarian receives an automatically
generated Certificate with a unique number.

Dear Librarians!
Get trained and incorporate financial education into your library's offerings!

GOOD LUCK!
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